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Let X be a closed bounded convex subset with the Radon-Nikodym property 
of a Banach space. For tight Bore1 probability measures p, Y on X, define 
p < Y ifT there is a dilation T on X such that T(p) = Y. Then, for every x E X, 
there is a measure p on X which is maximal in the partial order < and which 
has barycenter 2. If X is separable, then p(ex X) = 1 for all maximal measures p. 
In general, a maximal measure need not be “on” ex X in this strong sense. If X 
is weakly compact, then a maximal measure is “on” ex X in the looser sense 
that p(B) = 1 for all weak Baire sets B > ex X. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will be concerned with the following question. Let 
E be a Banach space, and let X be a closed bounded convex subset 
of E. If x E X, is there a probability measure p on the set ex X of 
extreme points of X whose barycenter is x? (One should, in order to 
have a precise problem, specify what is meant by “measure,” by “on,” 
and by “barycenter.“) A theorem of Choquet asserts that if X is 
compact, then the answer is “yes.” The standard example of the 
closed unit ball in Li(0, 1) h s ows that the answer is sometimes “no.” 
It was shown in [7] ( see also Corollary 5.3, below) that if X is separable 
and if E has the Radon-Nikodym property, then the answer is “yes.” 
Sections 1 and 2 deal with preliminary material, most of which is 
known. Section 1 is concerned with measures in a complete metric 
space. The “tight” measures turn out to be the ones which are useful 
in connection with the Bochner integral. Since we make no set- 
theoretic assumption which would preclude the existence of nontight 
measures, certain arguments become slightly more involved than they 
might otherwise be. In particular, we have used “separably Borel” 
functions in place of Bore1 functions in some cases. Section 2 consists 
mostly of definitions concerning Banach space notions: the Radon- 
Nikodym property, conditional expectations, resultants, etc. 
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Section 3 contains the definition of a dilation and the basic properties 
of dilations. Roughly speaking, a dilation is a method of “spreading 
out” measures. This intuitive idea leads to the definition in Section 4 
of an ordering for the tight probability measures on a closed bounded 
convex set X. We say p < v iff there is a dilation T such that T(p) = V. 
Presumably, this means that v is in some sense closer to the extreme 
points of X than p is. We show (Proposition 4.2) that < is a partial 
ordering compatible with the convex structure of X. Probably the 
most interesting result of the paper is Theorem 4.6, which says that 
any tight probability measure is dominated by one which is maximal 
in this ordering, provided X has the Radon-Nikodym property. 
Section 5 contains some partial results concerning when the maximal 
measures are concentrated on the extreme points. In particular 
(Theorem 5.2) this happens if X is separable. Thus we have an 
alternate proof of the result of [7]: if X is a closed bounded separable 
convex set with the Radon-Nikodym property, then every point in X 
is the barycenter of a measure concentrated on ex X. 
Section 6 contains a counterexample to a plausible conjecture. In a 
nonseparable Hilbert space there need not be representing measures 
on the extreme points of a closed bounded convex set, if one interprets 
“on” in the simplest way. Theorem 6.1 shows that in some cases, if 
“on” is given a looser interpretation, then maximal measures are on 
the extreme points. 
The paper [3] uses a general set up very close to the one in the 
present paper. It is proved there that a closed bounded convex set in 
a Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property is a simplex if and 
only if, for every point x in the set, there is a unique maximal measure 
with barycenter x. 
There are a few places in this paper where I have stated, under the 
heading “Question,” something which would, if true, simplify the 
exposition somewhat. There is no guarantee that these are unknown, 
or even difficult; just that the answers were not obvious to me at the 
time. 
1. MEASURES ON A COMPLETE METRIC SPACE 
In this section, (X, d) will denote a complete metric space, a’(X) 
will denote the sigma-algebra of Bore1 sets in X, and C,(X) will 
denote the set of ail bounded, real-valued, continuous functions on X. 
We will deal in this section with measures on <X, g(X)). A convenient 
reference for much of this material is [18]. 
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A probability measure p on (X, &Y(X)) is said to be tight iff, for 
every E > 0, there is a compact set K C X such that p(K) 3 1 - E. 
We will write P(X) for the set of all tight Bore1 probability measures 
on X. There are several useful characterizations of tight measures. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let TV be a Bore1 probability measure on the 
complete metric space X. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) p is tight; 
(b) p is separably supported, i.e., there is a separable closed set 
AcXwithp(A) = 1; 
(c) p is r-smooth, i.e., for every net fa E C’,(X), if fE J 0, then 
Jfo dp -+ 0. 
The proof of (a) =S (c) f o 11 ows from Dini’s Theorem, see [18, p. 1661; 
for (c) YP (b), see [18, p. 177, Corollary]; for (b) 5 (a), see [lo, 
Exercise 9.101 or [15, p. 501. 
If p E g(X) and f~ C,(X), we will frequently write (p,f) for 
Jf dp. We will also write E, for the unit mass at x. Thus (cZ ,f) = f (x). 
We will also write (p,f) when f is a bounded Bore1 function on X. 
Note that if fia -+f boundedly, then (p, f,) -+ (p,f). Thus, since the 
set of bounded Bore1 functions on X is the smallest class of functions 
on X which contains the bounded continuous functions and is closed 
under bounded sequential convergence [I 1, p. 2601, the map p t+ (p,f) 
is a Bore1 function on P(X) whenever f is a bounded Bore1 function 
on X. 
Let Lip(X) be the set of all bounded Lipschitz functions on X, 
i.e., the set of all continuous functions f: X --t R such that 
Ilf II Lip = max[sup{l f (X)1 :X E X}, 
SUPU f (4 - f (Y)lP(% 39: 5 Y E x9 x f Y>l 
is finite. It is not hard to show that Lip(X), with the norm 11 f /ILiP , 
is a Banach space. Each p E P(X) defines a linear functional of norm 
one on Lip(X) given byft-+ (p,f). In this way we will identify 9(X) 
with a subset of Lip(X)*. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (a) If+,) is a net in P(X) and p E 9(X), then 
t.~~ -+ p in the norm of Lip(X)* if and only ;f (pLo! ,f) -+ (p, f) for all 
f E G(X)* 
(b) 9’(X) is a closed, bounded, convex subset of Lip(X)*. Hence 
Y(X) is a complete metric space. 
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For the proof of part (a), see [6, Theorem 181, and for part (b), see 
[6, Theorem 91. We will always understand y(X) to have the topology 
of Proposition 1.2 and the norm of Lip(X)*. 
Now let X and Y be two complete metric spaces, and let 9: X -+ Y 
be a Bore1 function. For each Bore1 probability measure p on X, we 
define a Bore1 probability measure p).+(p) on Y by 
4)*(m) = PL(Y+(BN 
for B E k@(Y). A function y: X -+ Y will be called separably Bore1 
iff the restriction of q~ to all separable subspaces of X is Borel. If y is 
separably Borel, then p)*(p) can still be defined for separably supported 
probability measures p. In both cases, the usual change-of-variables 
formula [lo, Theorem C, p. 1631 reads 
., f4P*(P>I = jx fov& (1) 
for all bounded Bore1 functions f on Y. We will need some properties 
of the induced map vx . Clearly y* is affine. If 4: Y 3 2 is also a 
separably Bore1 map of complete metric spaces, then (tj o F)* = 
** o T* * 
LEMMA 1.3. Let S be a Lindelof space, and let 9 be a subbase for 
the topology of S. Then every closed G,-set F in S belongs to the sigma- 
algebra generated by 8’. In fact, F is an 9&,,-set. 
Proof. (Compare [lo, Theorem C, p. 2211.) Suppose F = nz=l U, , 
where the U,, are open in S. For each n and each x E F, there is a 
finite intersection V,* of sets from 9 such that x E Vxm C U, . Since F 
is closed in S, it is Lindelof, so for each n there is a countable union A, 
of these sets Vzn such that F c A, C U, . Finally, F = nf, A, . l 
We will use several times in what follows the fact that the metrizable 
image under a Bore1 map of a separable Bore1 subset of a complete 
metric space is separable (see [S, p. 1641 or [9, part CJ for a proof 
which does not use the Continuum Hypothesis; a proof using CH is 
in [14, p. 3991). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X and Y be complete metric spaces, and let 
v: X --f Y be a separably Bore1 function. 
(a) If P E EGO then ~4-4 E g(Y)- 
(b) If CJJ is continuous, then q.~* : a(X) -+ 9(Y) is cmttinuous. 
(c) In general, q* : 9’(X) -+ 9(Y) is separably Borel. 
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Proof. (a) Suppose p is tight. Then by Proposition 1.1 there is a 
closed separable set A G X with p(A) = 1. Now 9) IA is a Bore1 
function, so q(A) is separable. Let B be the closure of q(A), which is 
also separable. Now y-l(B) 3 A, SO q~*(p)(B) = p(y-l(B)) > p(A) = 1, 
and thus 9.&L) is separably supported. By Proposition 1.1, v*(p) is 
tight. 
(b) To show that q.+ is continuous, it suffices to show that the 
map P k-+ b4-4f) is continuous for every f E C,(Y). But by Eq. (l), 
we have (d~),f) = bL, f o 9). Now f 0 T E CdW, so IL ~--t CL f 0 T) 
is continuous. 
(c) Let $? be a separable subset of g(X). Choose a countable 
dense subset $?,, of W. For each p E $&, , there is a separable closed 
set A, with p(AJ = 1. Let A = (Vu+ A,)-. Then A is separable. 
If p E 9, then TV = lim pn for some sequence pn E 9s , and [18, 
Theorem 2, p. 1821 p(A) >, 1 im sup p.,(A) = 1, so all members of W 
are supported by the closed separable set A. Thus every element of 
cp.+(W) is supported by the closed set p(A)-, which is also separable (as 
in the proof of part (a)). But (v E g(Y): v(rp(A)-) = 1) is separable 
[18, Theorem 14, p, 192}, h ence Lindelof. Its topology is generated 
by the continuous linear functionals v t+ (v, f) for f c C,(Y), so by 
Lemma 1.3, the sigma-algebra of Bore1 sets in p.+(W) is the smallest 
sigma-algebra with respect to which all of these linear functionals are 
measurable. Now f 0 r+~ is a Bore1 function on A for all f E C,(Y), so 
the map p ++ (~*(p),f) = (p, f 0 p’) is a Bore1 function on 9. Thus 
q* is a Bore1 function on 5%‘. This shows that F* is a separably Bore1 
function on g(X). 1 
Question. If y is Borel, must v.+ be Borel? 
2. THE RADON-NIKODYM PROPERTY 
In the remainder of this paper, X will denote (unless otherwise 
indicated) a closed bounded convex subset of a Banach space E. 
Let p E g(X). If h E E*, then h jx is a bounded continuous function, 
so the inclusion map X + E is weakly measurable. By Proposition 1.1, 
the measure is separably supported, so the inclusion map X--t E is 
almost separably valued. Hence the inclusion map is Bochner 
integrable, so the resultant (or expected value) r(p) = Jx x &(x) 
exists as a Bochner integral [12, Sect. 7.51. This resultant map I = rx : 
g(X) + X is affine. It is also continuous. Indeed, if h E E* with 
II h II < 1, then II h Ix [ILip d max(M, 11, where M = sup{// x 11: x E Xl, 
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I W-4 - W64)I < I .ii h dcLl - JX h dp2 I G max{M l> II p1 - ,+ II, 
so II +l) - +2) II G m4M 11 II pl - h Il. 
Note that if y: Y -+ 2 is a continuous affine map between closed 
bounded convex subsets of Banach spaces, then 
T(~Y(k4) = rz(F*(P)) (2) 
for all p E .9(Y). In particular, x = r(p) if and only if h(x) = fy h dp 
for all h E E*. 
Note also that 9(X) is a closed bounded convex subset of the 
Banach space Lip(X) *, so we may (and do below) consider such 
maps as rm) : 9(9(X)) + 9(X) and (rr)* : 9(9(X)) -+ 9(X). 
There is a slightly stronger form of (2) which will be useful. Now (2) 
does not hold for all separably Bore1 affine maps q (see [17, p. 1041) 
but we do have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X and Y be closed bounded convex subsets of 
Banach spaces, and let 9): X -+ Y be a separably Bore1 function. Then 
9)*(~im(YN = ~aY)(v**(YN 
for ally E 9(9(X)). 
Proof. The measure y is tight, so by Proposition 1.1, there is a 
closed separable set 9 _C 9(X) with y(W) = 1. As in the proof of 
part (c) of Proposition 1.4, there is a closed convex separable set 
A C X such that every element of 9 is concentrated on A. Also, the 
closed convex hull of ?(A) is separable. Thus it suffices to prove 
the theorem in the case where X and Y are separable. Now Y is 
convex, hence pathwise connected, so [I, Satz 21 the set of Bore1 
functions X --+ Y is the smallest class of functions which contains 
the continuous functions and is closed under sequential limits. Now 
the theorem is true for continuous functions F by Eq. (2) and 
Proposition 1.4(b). If vn -+ q pointwise, then (vn)* -r F.+ pointwise 
(measurewise) by the bounded convergence theorem, and similarly 
t%J** -+ CJJ** pointwise. If the theorem is true for the yn, then 
~9(Y)tF**tr)) = 1 im~.9dhLd~N = lWd+bc~)tr)) = 94~mt~))~ 
so the theorem is true for 9. 1 
Let (Q, F, P> be a probability space. An E-valued measure on 52 
is a function m: 9 + E such that, for every sequence (R,),“=, of 
disjoint elements of 9, we have m((J,“=, R,) = x:,“=, m(R,). The 
average range of m is (m(R)/P(R): R E 9, P(R) > 0). The closed 
bounded convex set X in E is said to have the Radon-Nikodym 
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property iff, for every probability space (Q, 9, P> and every E-valued 
measure m on D with average range included in X, there is a Bochner 
integrable function v: 52 -+ X such that m(R) = JR y dP for all 
R E 9. (Since X is bounded, such a measure automatically has 
bounded variation and is absolutely continuous.) We note in passing 
that, for any complete metric space X, the set 9(X) in Lip(X)* has 
the Radon-Nikodym property; see the proof of [8, Theorem 3.11. 
Let (52, 9, P) be a probability space, let v: Sz -+ X be a Bochner 
integrable function, and let $9 be a sub-sigma-algebra of %. A con- 
ditional expectation of 93 given 9 is a function #: Q -+ X, which is 
g-measurable, such that JR z,G dP = JR 9 dP for all R E 9. We write 
z,b = E[g, / 91. Cl ear y, 1 if X has the Radon-Nikodym property, then 
such a function # exists. (In fact [16, p. 311 conditional expectations 
exist even in the absence of the Radon-Nikodym property.) 
A martingale in X consists of: a probability space (Q, 3, P), an 
increasing sequence (ZFJ~=i of sub-sigma-algebras of F, and a 
sequence (v,)& of Bochner integrable functions Q -+ X such that 
E[~J,+, 1 SW] = q’n for n = 1,2,... . It can be proved just as in [4] (or, 
alternatively, using the notion of dentability), that X has the Radon- 
Nikodym property if and only if every martingale in X converges a.e. 
3. DILATIONS 
A separably Bore1 function T: X -+ Y(X) such that r( T(x)) = x 
for all x E X will be called a dilation. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A function T: X -+ 9(X) is separably Bore1 ;f 
and only if (1) T(A) is separable for each separable A C X, and (2) the 
map x- GWf) is separably Bore1 for each f E C,(X). 
Question. Can condition (1) be omitted in Proposition 3.1 ? 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let T: X -+ 9(X) be a dilation and let A be a 
closed separable subset of X. Then there is a closed separable B C X such 
that T(x)(B) = 1 for all x E A. 
The proofs of these two propositions are similar to the proof of 
part (c) of Proposition 1.4. 
A dilation T on X can be “extended” to a separably Bore1 function 
T’: 9(X) -+ 9(X) by the definition T’(p) = rg&T.&)); the map 
T’ is affine and separably Bore1 since both T, and r9cx) are. 
If 5’: X -+ 9(X) is another dilation, the product TS is defined 
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by (3’S)(x) = T’(S(x)). N ow TS is a dilation since I~( TS(x)) = 
Y~(~~(,&T*(S(X)))), which is, by Eq. (2) with Y = 9+(X), 2 = X, 
and v = TX, equal to r~((r~)dT,(S(x)))) = rx((rx 0 T),(S(x))) = 
rx(S(x)) = x. To verify that (TS)’ = T’ o s’, calculate: 





where the third and second equalities from the end are by Eq. (2) and 
Proposition 2.1, respectively. 
Note that T’(P) = YNX)(T*(PL)) = .b(x) h @“*(~.)1(4 = .li %+444 
by applying a linear functional and then Eq. (1). Now if f E C&X), 
then v I+ (v, f) is continuous and affine, so we have (T’(p), f) = 
Jx (T(x), f) +(x). By taking bounded sequential limits repeatedly, 
we have 
u%4~f) = jx (W,f) 444 (3) 
for all bounded Bore1 functions f on X. In particular, for B E a(X), 
we have T’(p)(B) = jx T(x)(B) dp( x w ic is an alternate definition ), h h 
of T’. 
We will usually write T in place of T’ when confusion is unlikely. 
4. AN ORDERING FOR MEASURES 
Recall that X denotes a closed bounded convex subset of a Banach 
space E. If CL, Y E 9(X), define Y ( p iff there is a dilation T such 
that T(v) = p. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let v E Y(X), and let T be a dilation on X. 
Write p = T(v). Then: 
(a) p = v if an only if T(x) = E$ for v-almost all x; 
(b) if f is a bounded continuous convex function on X, then 
(V,f) G (CL,f); 
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(c) if f is a bounded continuous strictly convex function and if 
(5f) = (bf ), then v = P. 
PYOOf. If T(x) = c3: for v-almost all x, then p = J T(x) dp(x) = 
J” Ed dv(x) = v. This is the first half of part (a). 
Let f be a bounded continuous convex function on X. Since 
r(T(x)) = x, it follows that (T(x),f) > (Ed ,f), because T(x) is 
tight and the same inequality is known for measures with compact sup- 
port [17, p- 251. Thus (p,f) = .NW,f) dv(x) > J(EX,f )4x) = (v,f). 
This proves (b). 
Suppose f is strictly convex. Then (T(x), f) > (Ed , f) unless 
T(x) = Eat 3 again because this is known for measures with compact 
support. Thus, if (p,f) = (v,f), it follows that J (T(x),f) dv(x) = 
J (4 , f) dv(x), so T(x) = cz for v-almost all x. This proves (c). 
Finally, suppose p = v. By Proposition 3.2, we may assume without 
loss of generality that X is separable. There is a bounded continuous 
strictly convex function on X [17, p. 201. By the above proof of part (c), 
we have T(x) = cl for v-almost all x. This proves (a). 1 
The above proof was simplified by R. D. Bourgin. A different proof 
of the preceding theorem, as well as part (c) of the following theorem, 
can be found in [3, Propositions 2.14 and 2.101. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (a) ~1 < p. 
(b) If v < p and p < A, then v < A. 
(c) If v < p and p < v, thez p = v. 
(d) Ifv,(~CLI,~Z(~.2,andO<a<l,thenav,+(1-a)v,< 
ah + (1 -aha 
Proof. (a) The map x t+ cz is a dilation. 
(b) If p = T(v) and h = S(p), then X = (ST)(v). 
(c) If p = T(v) and v = S(p), then v = (ST)(v), so by Proposi- 
tion 4.1, we have (ST)(x) = Ed for v-almost all x. But if ST(x) = E$ , 
then 0 = ww(X\~~~c)) = s ~(YF+E) wwl(Y)~ so S(Y) = 4 
for T(x)-almost ally; but r(S(y)) = y, so T(x) = E% . Thus T(x) = E% 
for v-almost all x. By Proposition 4.1, we have p = v. 
(d) Suppose pi = T,(v,) and pz = T2(v.J. Write ~3 = 
av, + (1 - a)+ . Both vr and v2 are absolutely continuous with 
respect to vQ , By altering the Radon-Nikodym derivatives on a 
v,-null set, we may assume that 
a%(x) +(I -a)J$(x) = 1 
3 3 
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for all x. Define T, : X -+ P(X) by 
Thus T, is a dilation and 
T3@3) = j T3(4 dv3(4 
= a j T,(x) 2 (x) dv,(x) + (1 - a) f T,(x) 1(x) d+(x) 
3 3 
= up1 + (1 - a> p2 . 0 
THEOREM 4.3. Let I*, h E 9(X). Then p < h if and only if there 
exist: a probability space (Sz, 9, P), two Bochner integrable functions 
v’, #: Sz -+ X, and a sigma-algebra 9 C S, such that y,*(P) = p, 
#*(P) = X, and E[# / ‘291 = p. 
Proof. Suppose p < A, say T(p) = h. Let D = X x X, 9= = 
9?(X) x 3(X), ‘3 = 99(X) x (la, Xl. (Note that 93(X) x .29(X) is, in 
general, smaller than 23(X x X).) If A 6 X x X, define A, = 
{Y: (x, Y> E -4. Th e set {A C X x X: x I--+ T(x)(A,) is Borel) is a 
sigma-algebra containing all sets of the form B, x B, for B, , B, E a(X). 
Hence x F-+ T(x)(A,) is a Bore1 function for all A E 9. Define P 
on%by 
WV = jx WMJ 444~ 
for A E F. It follows that, for all bounded g-measurable functions f, 
we have 
j xxx fdP = j j AX, A 4Wllb9 444 x x 
Define I, 9: In -+ X by q(x, y) = X, #(x, y) = y. Then for B E a(X), 
we have 
= 
s W4W 444 = P(B); B 
#*(PP) = w-1(~)) = P(X x B) 
= 
s 
T(x)(B) Lip(x) = T(p)(B) = X(B). 
X 
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Thus y*(P) = p, #*(P) = h. Also, 
so that E[$J 1 91 = y. 
Conversely, suppose (L?, 9, P}, v, I,$ ‘9 have the properties 
enumerated. Define a measure y in (X x X, a(X) x g(X)) by 
y(A) = P({w E 52: <v(w), +(a)) E A)). If pi, p, : X X X 3 X are 
the canonical projections onto the first and second factors, then 
h)*(rW = ?wW) = Y(B x X) = pwm = %uYB) = 
p(B), so that (p,),(r) = CL. Similarly (pa)*(~) = A. Now X is tight, so 
[S, Theorem 3.11 y has a strict disintegration with respect to p, ; 
that is, there is a family +2)2EX of elements of P(X) such that, for 
all A E a(X) x 99(X), the map x F-+ ~z(A,) is p-measurable and 
r(A) = Jy,(A,) &(x). It follows that 
for bounded 99(X) x a(X) -measurable functions f. Now h is con- 
centrated on some closed separable convex set B, so 1 = X(B) = 
Y(X x B) = S y,(B) 444, and therefore y,(B) = 1 for p-almost 
all x. Since B is convex, we have x E B for p-almost all x, i.e., EL. is also 
concentrated on B. By altering yz for x in a p-null set, we may assume 
yz = ez if x $ B and ys E 9(X) for x E B. Now the map x I+ yz from 
B to B(B) is p-measurable and B(B) is separable, so there is a Bore1 
set C C B with p(C) = 1 such that x I-+ ?/a: is Bore1 on C. Redefine 
yz = Ed for x E B\C, so that x I-+ yz is Bore1 measurable. Now if 
D E 9(X), we have q.+(D) E 9, and 
zzz Jk-,,, 'p dp = jD x j, 44~) 44~) 
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Therefore r(y,) = x for p-almost all x, so (redefining Y,~ = c,,. for x 
where ~(7%) # ) x we may assume r(y,.) = x for all x. Thus T(s) :zm yx 
defines a dilation. Finally, 
for all B E S?(X), so T(p) = A. i 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose X has the Radon-Nikodym property. Let p% 
be a sequence in 9(X) such that ,ul < pFLz < p3 < *.. . Then the sequence 
converges, and pLn < lim,,,o CLi for all a. 
Proof. There are dilations T, such that T&A,) = ~~+r . We will 
define an X-valued stochastic process with “initial distribution” p1 
and “transition functions” T, in the standard way (see [2, p. 16, 
(2.8)]). Let Q = I-I%:, X, let 9 be the product sigma-algebra 
lJTiyl a(X), for each n let sm = fly=, a’(X) x lJz12+1 (0, X>, and 
let pn be the projection onto the nth factor. Define a measure P on 9 
by defining for cylinder sets 
P(B, x B, x ... x B, x X x X x .*.) 
and extending to 9 by countable additivity. Each pn is tight, so vn 
is Bochner integrable. As in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we have 
h&+(P) = pn and J%P,+I 1 9I] = qua . Thus vn is a martingale with 
values in X. Since X has the Radon-Nikodym property, qn converges 
a.e., say to q~. Now q~ is Bochner integrable, so Al. = q*(P) is tight. 
But II R&J> - Y+J)II - 0 f or almost all w E LR, and X is bounded, so 
SIIdw) - dw)/ldP(w) - 0. IffE Lip(X) and IlfllLip < 1, then 
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Hence II pn - P II -+ 0. Also, E[q 1 FJ = yn , so (by Proposition 4.3) 
we have p > pn . 1 
Question. Is lim pi the least upper bound of the set {pLi:  = 1,2,...) ? 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose X has the Radon-Nikodym property. Any 
increasing net (P,),~~ in 9(X) converges, and limEED TV,, > pa, for all 
011 E D. 
Proof. Since 9’(X) is complete, in order to show that the net 
+L,)LTSD converges, it is enough to show that it is Cauchy. Suppose 
(pu) is not Cauchy. Then there is E > 0 such that, for every IY E D, 
there exists ~1’ > (y. with 11 pL, - ,u~! /I > E. In particular, there exist 
(Y~ < CQ < cya < *+* in D with Ij pa, - I*~,+~ I/ > E for all n. But this 
contradicts Theorem 4.4. Hence &,) converges; let p = lim pm. 
If o(i E D, then there is a sequence 01~ < 01~ < *.a in D such that 
/I pCLn, - p I/ --+ 0. Hence, by Theorem 4.4, p > pa1 . 1 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose X has the Radon-Nikodym property. Let 
p E 9(X). Then there is a maximal X E Y(X) with ;\ > p. 
Proof. Apply Zorn’s Lemma, and use Corollary 4.5. 1 
5. MOVABLE SETS 
In light of Theorem 4.6, the problem would be solved (for closed 
bounded convex sets X with the Radon-Nikodym property) if we 
could show that a maximal measure must be on the extreme points of 
X. Some partial results in that direction are presented here. 
A subset A of X will be called movable iff there is a dilation T on X 
such that T(x) # es for x E A. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let p E 9(X). Then t.~ is maximal ;f and only if 
p(A) = 0 for all movable Borel sets A in X. 
Proof. Suppose that y(A) > 0 for some movable Bore1 set A. 
There is a dilation T such that T(x) # l a: for x E A. By Proposition 4.1, 
we have T(p) # p”, so p is not maximal. 
Conversely, suppose p(A) = 0 f or all movable Bore1 sets. Let T be 
any dilation, and let B be a closed separable set supporting y. Then 
A = {x E B: T(x) # ez} is a Bore1 set, since it is the set where two 
Bore1 functions disagree; A is also movable, so p(A) = 0. By 
Proposition 4.1, we have T(p) = p, so p is maximal. 1 
58+3/W 
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We next consider the case when X is separable. An alternate proof 
of the result of [7] is now possible. Recall that ex X is universally 
measurable. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose X is separable. Then p(ex X) = 1 for every 
maximal measure CL. 
Proof. By the von Neumann selection theorem (as in [7]), there is 
a universally measurable function S: X -+ 9(X) such that r(S(x)) = x 
for all x and S(x) = ez if and only if x E ex X. By redefining S(x) = E% 
on a p-null set, we obtain a Bore1 function S: X -+ 9(X) with 
r(S(x)) = x for all x, i.e., a dilation, By Theorem 5.1, p(ex X) = 1. 1 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let X be a closed bounded convex separable subset 
of a Banach space. Suppose X has the Radon-Nikodym property. Then 
for every x E X, there is p E 9(X) such that r(p) = x and p(ex X) = 1. 
Question. Must ex X be a G,-set (or even a Bore1 set) ? 
PROPOSITION 5.4. (1) A countable union of movable sets is movable. 
(2) An arbitrary union of open movable sets is movable. 
Proof. (1) Suppose B, (n = 1, 2,...) are movable sets. Let T, be a 
dilation such that T,(x) # 6% for x E B, . Let T = Czzl 2-” T, . 
Then T is a dilation and T(x) # l a: for x E uz=i B, . 
(2) Suppose Bi (i E I) are open movable sets. Let Ti be a dilation 
such that Ti(x) # 4 for x E Bi . Now the open set B = UiGl Bi is 
paracompact, so there is a locally finite partition of unity GfJjeJ for B 
subordinate to the cover {B&, of B. For each j E J, choose i(j) E I 
such that fj vanishes outside B,G) , define T on B by 
Now T is separably Bore1 on some neighborhood of each point of B, 
so T is separably Borel. Define T(x) = 6% for x q! B. Then T is a 
dilation. For each x E B, there is j E J such that fj(x) + 0; then 
j’&(x) + t so T(x) # s. This shows that B is movable. h 
6. WEAKLY COMPACT SETS 
In this section we begin with an example which shows that the most 
natural analog of Corollary 5.3 fails in the nonseparable case. The 
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example was worked out with the help of W. J. Davis and W. B. 
Johnson. 
This is an example of the following: a nonseparable Hilbert space 
H, a closed bounded convex subset X of H, and a point x0 E X, such 
that ex X is norm closed and p(ex X) = 0 for every tight Bore1 
probability measure p on X representing x0 . 
Let X, be a compact metrizable convex set with a point x0 E X1 
such that every measure on ex X, representing x0 is a continuous 
measure. (For example, let X, be g([O, 11) in its weak* topology and 
let x0 be Lebesgue measure.) Since Xi is compact and metrizable, it 
can be embedded affinely and homeomorphically in a separable 
Hilbert space HI . Let Y = ex X, , and let H2 be a (nonseparable) 
Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {ey}yEy indexed by Y. Let 
H = H, @ H, be the Hilbert space direct sum of H, and Hz , and 
let P: H + HI be the projection onto the first summand. Let 
D=(y+e,:yEY)U(y- ey : y E Y). Then D is a bounded 
subset of H. Let X be the closed convex hull of D. Clearly Xi Z X 
and P(X) = Xi. Also, all weak accumulation points of D are con- 
tained in X1 and X is weakly compact, so [17, p. 91 ex X C D u Xl 
and hence ex X = D. Now any two points in D are at least 2112 units 
apart, so D is closed. Let p E P(X) represent x,, . The projection P is 
affine and continuous, so P*(p) represents P(q) = x,, . There is a 
measure v > P&L) on Y representing x0. By assumption v is a 
continuous measure, so the part of P.+(p) on Y is also continuous. If A 
is a finite subset of Y, then P,(p)(A) = 0. If B is a finite subset of D, 
then p(B) = 0. But D is discrete, so all compact subsets of D are 
finite. Since ,u is tight, we have p(D) = 0. 
Remarks. (i) If X, is a simplex, so is X; thus this behavior is 
possible even for simplexes. (ii) It follows from the Continuum 
Hypothesis that every Bore1 probability measure on a discrete space 
with the cardinal of the continuum is tight [18, p. 1781. Thus (under 
CH) the assumption that p is tight is not needed. (iii) If p is a measure 
on Y representing x0, then p is maximal in P(X) even though 
p(ex X) = 0. 
This example shows that the most obvious nonseparable analog of 
Corollary 5.3 is false. In this example, note that if B 2 ex X is a weak 
Baire set, and p is a maximal measure representing x0, then p(B) = 1, 
since B depends on only countably many coordinates. 
It can be conjectured that this happens in general: that if ~1 is a 
maximal measure on a closed bounded convex set X in a Banach 
space E, then p is “on” the set ex X in the sense that p(B) = 1 for 
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all sets B 3 ex X in the sigma-algebra of weak Baire sets of X (or, 
perhaps, the sigma-algebra generated by E*). This is true at least in 
some cases. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let X be a weakly compact convex set in a Banach 
space, and let p be a maximal measure in 9’(X). Then p(B) = 1 for every 
weak Baire set B 2 ex X. 
Proof. It is proved in [3, Theorem 4.51 that each probability 
measure h on the weak Baire sets of X extends uniquely to a tight 
measure X’ E 9(X). Thus P(X) can be identified with the set of weak 
Baire probability measure on X (but the natural topologies for these 
two sets of measures are not the same). Also [3, Theorem 4.61 if 
X, , h, are weak Baire probability measures, then hi’ < ha’ if and only 
if Jf dA, < Jf dh, f or all weakly continuous convex functions f on X. 
Thus ,u is maximal in the ordering < if and only if it is maximal in 
the sense of [17, p. 241. Therefore, if B is a weak Baire set containing 
ex X, then p(B) = 1. 4 
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